
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of trade finance. To join our
growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for trade finance

Liaises with program / project managers and other stakeholders as
appropriate as the business/functional counterpart for solution identification
Responsible for Quality Assurance of project deliverables along with the
development and testing teams
Engage with the development team to confirm the actual implementations
are aligned with the high level solution & design provided
Validate all the NFR expected as part of business requirement is met in the
actual implementation
As loan sales approach a negotiated agreement, this role will manage the
process to ensure smooth execution through closing
Manage and coordinate all documentation related to each specific loan sale
Utilize expertise on instrument format reviews for Industrial Businesses to
ensure Corporate Compliance and Risk mitigation
Ensuring timely processing and reviewing of product payments, possible
invoice discounting
Receiving enquiries and taking responsibility for responding immediately, or
arranging am appropriate hand over to the operational unit, ensuring follow
ups where necessary, keeping the client informed at all stages of the
transaction
Responsible for ensuring timely, complete and accurate processing of Trade
Finance transactions (including performing all relevant controls) within own
area of responsibility

Qualifications for trade finance

Example of Trade Finance Job Description
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Have an excellent working understanding of physical commodities in
particular Oil and oil derivatives
Understand the importance of controls & procedures, ideally gained through
previous experience in a Banking environment
Have strong negotiation and decision making skills
Have good organisational and prioritisation skills
Have excellent communication skills, particularly as the team deals with a
broad range of locations and counterparties
Have the ability to work with a broad spectrum of people, including, dealers,
marketers, sales persons and customers


